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Abstract: Mixed Reality (MR) allows to blend virtual information with the real world. I will start with describing how computer vision is a key technology to enable MR experiences and how further developments can enable MR devices to even better assist users. Then, I will focus on the need to build up 3D maps of the world so that people can share and persist information precisely aligned to specific locations in the real-world. These maps are sometimes referred to as the AR cloud. The key technology for this is Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). Ideally, it becomes possible to have every device that wants to localize itself to this map also contribute to improve and extend the map. These devices can be MR headsets like the HoloLens, but also mobile phones or even robots. While in most current scenarios privacy concerns are limited, it is important to consider the privacy implications of MR as the use of MR devices is likely to become more pervasive in the years to come. In this context, I will describe some of our recent work in privacy-preserving image-based localization and mapping. I will also show how MR enables people and robots to collaborate more effectively.
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